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Mike Kropp,

What Makes A Banjo Camper “Advanced?
More NY Notables, and Tab Policy
Pete Wernick
Ted in Arizona writes:
Am I ready for Advanced Class???
Concern: Get there and slow your class
down because I’m not up to speed.
I don’t consider myself Advanced.
WHY?? I don’t play melodic licks, I don’t
do runs up or down to change chords.
My rolls sound repetitious at times.
Like going into 4 measures of “D” and
sounding like a broken record.
I can give you 1-4-5-2-7-6 and a 3 if
I have to any place on the neck with or
without the capo. “F & D” shape. Minors
if I think about it but no 6th or 7th. I can
even play in “D” without the capo (thank
you very much!!). I can make a recording
for you but I’d give you my best stuff.
What would you want to hear to
place me in the correct class that would
challenge me and give you a better
indication where I am. — Ted

Chris Leske

is slow, you’ll not be in over your head in
Peter Schwimmer,

Sandy Bull

More New York Banjo History
I recently shared with you all the
Tab Policy

[Incidentally, Ted, who’s over 70, will
included:
“… knowing how adamant Pete
Wernick is about learning by ear and not

Ted,
Vess Ossman

tab to any song done by Pete.”

they’re in
a band—
At the beginning of learning banjo,
tab has just a few good uses..
all that, along with
Mark
Johnson’
style he calls “Clawgrass” has wowed
how to render a melody
Scruggs style

George Stavis
Tab can give a quick result
but it’s more important to be able to put

the ideas together yourself
to actually speak
the language of bluegrass banjo, it’s all about ear skills and trial
and error.

it’s only natural for a picker to want to learn someone
else’s ideas, maybe even an entire solo, and tab certainly makes
that easier.

every
solo I’ve ever recorded

For now, my suggestion for learning anything from a record
the melody.

Pete’s tabs and learning advice can be found on DrBanjo.com

